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MEETING WITH THE DALAI LAMA : René
Bolduc testifies to the good faith of RAEL
Two years ago Rael announced that certain people had indicated to him that the Dalai
Lama wished to meet him, that he spoke publicly about him, and that he wished to invite
him to his Canadian center. It proved to be pure fabrication from a Compulsive Liar and
who was the partner of a Raelian who at the time was a Guide. Due to Rael’s respect for
this Raelian, he never revealed his identity. But recent rumors spread by certain antiRaelians, wanting this to establish "proof that Rael is a liar" forced the Guide of Guides to
require that this Raelian give up anonymity to testify to the truth.
Rene Bolduc, who was that person, has just sent this admirable letter where he apologizes
to Rael and Raelians for involuntarily having given Rael false information which was only
the fruit of the imagination of his partner, even if Rene refuses to admit that her partner
invented it all or cannot see it as it would endanger his relationship…. In any case, we
respect his perception and publish here his letter as received.
All those who dared suspect Rael of being a liar, if they have so much as a little
conscience, have only one option: to also apologize.
Here is the letter of Rene Bolduc:
Dear Raël
Please excuse me for my voluntary participation in the transmission of the information
given by my partner who claimed that she was in direct contact with the Dalaï Lama and
also that she was first Lady in the Buddhist structure and nominated by him directly. I am
responsible for having brought that information and I did all I could to have this meeting
happen. It didn’t happen and I ignore the reasons why it didn’t happen. If this information
caused disappointment among the Raelians I am sincerely sorry.
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I am also sorry that some people have used these events to suggest that you invented all
this and to state that you are a liar. I want to testify that it was I who was responsible for
bringing this information to you and I regret the doubt that this could have sown in the
spirit of some Raelians and I testify to this publicly with this letter.
Rene Bolduc

WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET
WAR AGAINST FEAR
The American and British governments are working on having a common technology for
their new ID cards. Following this announcement, the Prophet Rael made the following
statement:
“30 years ago I announced that Genetic ID cards were coming soon. They are good for
secure identification but bad for freedom. But all powers will coordinate their efforts to
have everybody accept less freedom for the illusion of more security.
That's why we need a world revolution to destroy people fears and make again freedom
and privacy the priorities. Fear creates more government power, more armies, more wars
and more violence. The feeling of security gives less power to governments, less armies,
less wars and less violence.
After the disappearance of USSR, US militaries were depressed and afraid to lose their
privilege and huge budget as USA had no more enemies. September 11 was welcomed by
US militaries as a gift from "god" as suddenly all the nationalisms and so called "war on
terror" were a good excuse to keep their power and budgets and even have more. The
invasion of Afghanistan and Iraq gave them all the prestige they needed to stay in power.
All of this just because of unreasonable fears instilled in the public with the complicity of
the medias, who, of course, sell more papers and advertising when they create fear in
their audiences. So both the economic powers and the political powers have everything to
gain from a collective fear.
Even if a paranoid world is created, with terror rating shown as weather forecasts, which
is proven to be even worst than the weather forecast, as very high terror alert never
materializes in any attack. But it keeps the collective paranoid fear alive and this is its only
goal." Be afraid and give us power and money to protect you" that's the motto worlds
politics and media. All of this with the help of only a dozen of men armed with cutters...
Now the biggest super power is in a "war against terror". As recently a US politician
explained, to have a war you need 2 armies... Here there is only one, with a virtual enemy
who is only the fruit of pure negative imagination. But 300 billion dollars have been
injected in the US army and benefit to the US corporations. And the profits realized by the
media due to the collective fear are huge. They are willing to be "imbedded" to any army
in the world in order to make more money. And all occupation powers of the world are
jumping on the so-called "war on terror" to justify their violence, tortures, and illegal
occupation.
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China was the first in Tibet, Russia in Chechnya, Israel in Palestinian territories, and now
China again in its Muslim areas, and many more eastern countries.
The lie of the "war on terror" is becoming the justification of an incredible erosion of
freedom and privacy in the very country which was built in the name of freedom: USA,
under the disguise of the so-called "patriot act" which gives to US federal authorities as
much power as the nazi SS. Now the whole world can torture prisoners, keep them in jail
for a long time in concentration camps without trials and not respecting the Geneva
convention by just naming them "detainees" or "suspected terrorists" and USA can say
nothing as it started it...
The only way to save the world, the peace, and to be back to a peaceful civilization is to
destroy this collective fear created and maintained on purpose by the politicians, the
corporations and the media. It's a very hard job as these three superpowers rule the
world. But by instilling in the world population especially with this magic tool that internet
is, we can make good defeat evil. If ten people with cutters created an evil wave, millions
of peace loving people with keyboards and voting powers can defeat it.
But to win this "war against fear" we must attack every aspect of this collective paranoia.
This ID card is one of its aspects.
RAEL

In support of wise Japanese women choice to have less babies
in order to save the earth.
Wonderfull ! Japan is giving the world a beautiful exemple. We need to stop having too
many children in order to avoid overpopulation as we already reached it on this planet.
Politicians want women to have more babies not because it's good for the planet but
because it's good for their nations.This is pure nationalist egoism."My nation first, the
earth is not important".
All irresponsible politicians of the world are sending the same stupid message : "make
more babies" as they are afraid that there will not be enough young workers to pay for
the retirement of old people. At the same time, the third world population (which is two
third of the world ) is starving to death. A responsible politics would be to push women
everywhere in the world for having less babies and to open the borders so immigration
can replace the missing new generations in the global village named the Earth.
It is shocking that half of the world is starving to death while rich countries politicians
push women to have more children while making more and more
anti immigration laws. This is pure racism as the real hidden message is : "we need more
babies of our race and culture in order to keep the other races outside our borders even
if they are starving to death.
RAEL

A MOVIE TO SEE ABSOLUTELY !
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Our Beloved Prophet strongly recommands the movie “ Kinsey”, available on DVD.... you
may recommand it to your friends as well J

OFFICIAL SUPPORT
The official support of the Prophet RAEL and of the Raelian Movement was sent this week
to Kenyan researchers from the Kenya Agricultural Research Institute (KARI), who began
a trial planting of maize, genetically modified to resist insects.
Every year 20 percent of crop is lost because of pests.This genetically modified variety
should resist the Stem Borer larvae which is blamed for the east African country
dependence on maize imports, hitting the incomes of farmers and reducing food security.

LIFE OF THE MOVEMENT
THAI SEMINAR IN THE CITY OF ANGELS

By Mac

Hahiba, national guide
The Thai seminar was a great success!
Our 4th Thai seminar was held this year in the capital of Thailand Bangkok from May 21st to May 23rd. The seminar had never been held in
the capital before, but this time, its location was close to downtown with a good
transportation system.
It was easier for Thai members to take some of their friends with them to the seminar,
and in total, twenty-five people from Thailand attended. Also, eight members came from
Japan, one participant came all the way from Sri Lanka and one from Taiwan -- The
person from Sri Lanka learned about the seminar from the Raelian website,
"www.rael.org". Only thirteen people attended the previous seminar held at a holiday
resort in Pattaya in the suburb of Bangkok last year. Compared to that, this time, it was
nearly double.!!
Our beloved guide in charge of teaching in Asia, Michio, gave such wonderful and clear
teachings that Thai participants had a great smile on their face and looked so satisfied and
happy. The morning’s meditations were directed by one of the guides, Hany, who gently
guided them into wonderful happiness.
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On the last day of the Thai seminar, we shouted, "one for all and all for one" in Thai
language all together, and we felt a strong bond and great progress in the Thai Raelian
Movement. We also felt the heart-warming infinite love coming down to us from our
Beloved Prophet - Maitreya Rael, and our beloved creators, the Elohim. We would like to
send our appreciation and love to them from the bottom of our hearts.
We also would like to express our gratitude to Michio and Hany guides, who guided The
Thai Raelian Movement in its progress with their teachings as well as all the other
Japanese Raelians.
The capital of Thailand - Bangkok is called Krung Thep in Thai, which means the capital of
angels. The Thai participants had a wonderful smile on their face, and half of them were
young attractive ladies. They really looked like angels! The Thai seminar will be held again
in Bangkok next year. Why don't you come to meet these attractive angels, too?
See you in the capital of angels next year!
Thai National Guide, Mac Hashiba
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ACTION IN EUROPE
In AUTUN, France
By Samuel Migieu

The mayor of Chissey in the East of France, François Manet, was given the book of the
Messages this week. This special character organizes a public conference every month in
his town and last week the theme of this conference was : "Giordano Bruno" !
I went there with Albert et Anny and we had fun. About 20 people were there, the local
priest seated in the front row.
Here are a few quotes from the mayor : "The wrong with Giordano Bruno was that he was
right too soon” ......also :"In France, we lack non-conformist people, foolish ones, real
philosophers, politically incorrect people.”
The priest answered of course that Giordano Bruno brought only contradictions. I then
went on stage and explained how visionnary Giordano Bruno was as he anticipated life in
cosmos and brought values like “to think and not to believe” that would be very useful
nowadays. Everyone applauded except the priest.
The mayor was pleased to receive the book of the Messages at the end and one of his
assistant expressed the desire to read it as wellJ

In St Pierre, Reunion Island by Désiré
On May 26, I attended with Jocelyne a conference given by Lama Rabzang on
buddhism.
The theme of his conference was “ love beyond attachment”.
We didn’t learn anything, our Beloved Prophet’s teachings are so advanced on this
domain. Our goal was to give him the Messages and it was done thenJ

In Paris

by boudha le raelien

We had a wonderful week end in Paris with 2
conferences, one on Saturday given by
Guyom and the other one on Sunday with
Nlongi Uriël, in a bookstore.
The conference given by Guyom started with
2 songs, one of Rachel and one of a person
we met in our last diffusion at the Trocadero
( see last Contact). 43 persons attended, 10
books were sold and 2 given to our guests of
honor : Michelle Maillet, author of ‘’L’étoile
noire’’ (the black star) and Melchiorre
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Gerbino author of ‘’Viaggi di Mel’’ ( he is known in Italy as one of the strongest ennemy of
the vatican)
We also gave 10 CD of the Messages.
On Sunday 42 people came to listen
to Uriel, some had already read his
book !
We want to thank warmly the
owners of the bookstore Anibwe,
the first one to accept the book of
Uriel. They even invited Uriel to
come and sign his book despite a
few threatening phone calls.
Congratulations also to the young
Haitian girl who participated to the
interview of Uriel at radio Africa #1
and followed Uriel all the way to the
restaurant to interview him.
Uriel’s book « A Christian Black is a
traitor to the memory of his ancestors » is still for sale at the bookstore Anibwe…. A
perfect name for this shop as Anibwe means « opening » J
Shalom

In GENEVA ,
SWITZERLAND

by

Jean Marc Chevalley

Jean Marc went to
Cocker’s
concert
Geneva and gave
book to one of
singers who said she
give it to Joe J

Joe
in
the
the
will

It seems Jean Marc had
a great time …

Meanwhile Larissa was at a book fair….

She met with many African authors and gave the book of the Messages to some of them :
- Aminata Sow Fall author in Dakar who writes about human spiritual needs versus
material ones.
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- Marietou Diongue Diop ( on the
picture in the right) author and
librarian
in Senegal . As the
president of the librarian association
in her country, she said that she will
relay this book in the other libraries of
the country.
- Sylvia Serbin author of « REINES
D’AFRIQUE et héroïnes de la
diaspora noire ». She said that she
was very pleased to meet me and
would be willing to come and
participate to a femininity cafe in
Switzerland if we invite her J
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